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ABSTRACT: Intelligence emerges as a quality of all mental activities and as an expression of superior organization of all mental processes, including emotional – motivational process. As they form and develop, the mechanisms and operations of all other mental functions, we will meet a flexible and supple intelligence. Intelligence is "expresses" not only as cognitive and emotional processes but also as skills and abilities. It connects the personal with the transpersonal self, where self and spirit transcends conventional psychological development which we are accustomed. The superior court of intelligence can open the heart, enlighten the mind, inspire the soul, connecting thus the individual human psyche with the self’s substrate. New intelligence called quantum intelligence or spiritual intelligence is built on the following coordinates: integrating different aspects from the surrounding reality; harmonize these aspects into the intrapsychic plan; ensure coherence of the Self. We arrive at a new way of thinking according to a new type of Universal Higher Consciousness, an Integrator and Harmonized one. Compassion and intuition, along with other characteristics underlying spiritual/ quantum intelligence development, through which human resource form public administration can provide high quality public services. This type of intelligence is oriented “to give” or “to share”, where empathy is mandatory for any employee in the public services and not only.
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